
 
 

 

 
 
31st May 2020 
 
Dear Parents, 
 
The vast majority of this letter was written before 
the Government briefing on Thursday 28th May. Despite the increased opportunity for freedom come into 
operation next week, the key phrase from the Prime Minister was “limited and cautious”.  Here is my 
response to applying limit and caution to Nabb school: 
 
If you are the sort of person who requires the headlines and key information, then I’m happy for you to 
fast forward to the end of this letter where I’ll provide a resume of the key points that I’m going to cover. 
If you’re the sort of person who prefers a more “belt and braces” approach, then keep going! 
I also appreciate that arrangements may change due to the national situation. 
 
On Friday May 22nd, I wrote to Critical Worker parents explaining the arrangements for the week 
commencing June 1st, including the following (highlighted in yellow): 
 
I would like to provide further details about the arrangements for the return to school from the 
week commencing June 1st. I would also like to re-assure you of our approach, which is child-
centred. Social distancing will be encouraged, but we must all be realistic that staying 2 meters 
apart is a nonsense in a school setting. Remind, rather than chastise has got to be our mantra 
within these times. However, we will ensure that risks are reduced in all situations by following 
guidance and adults using good old-fashioned common sense and a wealth of experience in 
caring for children. Although school is not “normal”, it is our intention to make pupils feel 
welcome, staff to feel safe and parents to feel confident in our approach. 
 
On Monday June 1st and Tuesday June 2nd, school will be open to Critical Worker pupils, who 
have regularly attended since March.  On these two days, staff will be in school, preparing 
classrooms and establish procedures in order to reduce risk. 
 
From Wednesday June 3rd, provision will be extended to include all Critical Worker pupils, who 
have requested a place. 
 
There will be staggered drop-offs and collection times at the beginning and end of each day to 
reduce congestion.  Pupils have been organised into 4 groups. Each group consists of a reduced 
number of pupils (approximately 10). 
 

 Pupils Base Start  Drop-off Enter  End  Collection Exit  

Group 
A 

EYFS + 
Key 
Stage 
1 

EYFS + 
Nursery 

9.00 Reception 
Playground 

Reception 
Door 

3.00 Reception 
Playground 

Nursery 
Door 

Group 
B 

Y3 + 
Y4  

Y1 + Y2 
classroom 

9.15 Lower Main 
Playground 

Year 2 
Door 

3.15 Lower Main 
Playground 

Year 1 
door 

Group 
C 

Y3 + 
Y4 + 
Y5 

Y3 + Y4 
classroom 

9.00 Upper Main 
Playground 

Year 3 
Door 

3.00 Upper Main 
Playground 

Year 3 
door 

Group 
D 

Y5 + 
Y6 

Y5 + Tiger 
Suite  

9.15 Ball court Front 
Door 

3.15 Ball court Library 
Door 

 
Please ensure that you arrive and depart as close to the designated times as possible. Please 
also ensure that you follow the guidance of social distancing, whilst waiting. A member of staff 



 

will greet you within the designated area and take your child into school. They will also bring 
them to you at the end of the day.  
 
Children should only have their coat and their packed lunch (if not having a school lunch) with 
them.  
 
Staffing for the groups is as follows: 
 
Group A = Miss Clayton / Mrs. Holmes / Mrs. Greaves 
Group B = Mrs. Mcloughlin (M + T) / Mrs. Rose (W + Th + F) / Mrs. Kenworthy / Ms. Todd 
Group C = Mrs. Worsley / Mrs. Hunt / Mrs. Traviss / Mr. Rose 
Group D = Mrs. Turner (Mon + Tue + Wed) / Mrs. Perrons (Thur + Fri)/ Mrs. Foster / Mr. Warrener 
 
Groupings have been carefully considered, accounting for age, gender and wellbeing. Each 
group will have the use of 2 indoor spaces within close proximity of each other. One room will be 
set up as a teaching area and the other room will be set up with space for circle time / PSHE 
activities / provision for discussion away from main group. I want children and staff to have 
space and freedom to be able to adjust to the guidance that we have been given. Sometimes, 
individuals may require additional support, therefore factoring in “safe” places is key to 
maintaining your child’s wellbeing.  
 
This is a potential transition phase. My intention is to build further capacity, once we have 
established safe systems and processes in place. 
 
As a Critical Worker, you will receive further notification about which group your child will be in, 
together with a risk assessment. 
 
From the week commencing June 1st, school will be open to an increased number of Critical worker 
pupils (33 pupils currently). The Prime Minister’s roadmap to recovery included his ambition for Nursery, 
Reception, Year 1 and Year 6 pupils to return to school, culminating with all year groups returning to 
school by the end of June. 

As I stated in my previous communication, my ambition is to have a school full of children, a staffroom 
full of adults and a playground full of parents. This ambition is neither politically nor scientifically driven; it 
stems from the desire to promote spiritual, cultural, moral and social development, for wellbeing, and to 
promote learning and achievement, for opportunity. 

Our school’s roadmap is based upon a mixture of responding to government generic guidelines, whilst 
ensuring our school specific situation also forms part of the equation. At times, guidance, or 
interpretation of the guidance has been mis-leading, conflicting and unhelpful. Before forming our school 
plan for the “wider opening of schools”, I deliberated long and hard, trying to separate facts from 
feelings. There were many days when the “haze” and the amount of tree cover inhibited wood being 
accessed. 

Initially, we began telephoning parents in order to ascertain “take-up”. Whilst this was an insight into 
parental confidence, it was not the rationale to base the phased return of pupils. This approach would 
have required logistics devoid of logic. Using all 8 classrooms for 8 groups of pupils would not have been 
viable nor sustainable. With 4 members of staff performing tasks for the good of the school despite 
currently shielding, our capacity to apply even half of the principles proposed was set for failure. Once 
my “fog” had cleared, I attempted to prioritise key criteria to form our rationale.  

In fact, there can only be one criteria at this current time – wellbeing. Life is not normal; school is not 
normal. The key question to address was, “How can our school begin to introduce the phased return of 



 

pupils, whilst: adhering to government health and safety guidance, providing appropriate activities to 
develop the physical, social and emotional wellbeing of pupils, creating an environment where pupils, 
parents and staff feel safe and secure and managing increasing staff absence?  

From the week commencing June 1st, our phased approach will include a maximum of 40 pupils (10 per 
group and 20% of our normal school population. This might appear that this is an easy task, with 80% 
less, but the organisation required for this has been much harder than when the school operates at its 
full capacity. My phasing would then increase on June 15th to 60 pupils (15 per group and 30%) and on 
June 22nd or June 29th to 80 pupils (20 per group and 40%). If all has gone well, with no reversal of 
lockdown measures, I would use the final 2 weeks of the Summer Term for all pupils to return to school, 
but in a way that only 50% of pupils were in school at any one time. This would involve either half a class 
coming in at the beginning of the week and half at the end of the week, or some whole classes coming in 
at the beginning of the week and other whole classes coming in at the end of the week. HOWEVER, 
THIS IS JUST ME TRYING TO HAVE A PLAN, AND IS PURELY AN OPINION!  WE WILL KEEP YOU 
INFORMED ABOUT ANY PLANS FOR A MORE GENERAL RETURN TO SCHOOL.  

Wellbeing is a complex concept to unravel within school. It involves physical health and emotional state 
of mind. On the one hand, wellbeing may mean staying apart; on the other hand, wellbeing may require 
togetherness. For consideration of our 4C curriculum, we are certainly going to need to be creative for 
communication, collaboration and curiosity to flow. For children at school, it involves introducing and 
applying a range of protective measures, counter-balanced with our recognition and acceptance that 
social distancing is impossible to guarantee, given the confines of the building and the development 
stage of the children. 

With 4C in mind, what does the next half term look like?  

COMMUNICATION 

It’s important that we aim for the Goldilocks principle. Too much information can be confusing and the 
last thing that we want to do is to bombard you with every snippet, rumour or prediction; social media 
performs that task adequately. Conversely, I appreciate that being left in the dark can be equally 
frustrating. At all stages, we will try to provide clear, concise and timely information. From the week 
commencing June 1st, Mrs. Brown, Miss Stables, Mrs. Price, Mrs. Rose, Mrs. Charlesworth, Mr Warrener 
and myself will be telephoning parents once a fortnight. In some cases, we will be telephoning some 
parents at least weekly. The aim of this telephone conversation is twofold: Firstly, it is for you and your 
child’s wellbeing. Having the opportunity to share experiences, including highs and lows, strengthens 
connection. When I’ve made telephone calls or seen parents and children out and about, it has given me 
great encouragement. Secondly, it will provide the chance to discuss any Home Learning queries.  

COLLABORATION 

Helping each other is being given greater credence within our present society and this is certainly what 
we want to achieve during this next phase. Whilst our initial group of Critical Worker pupils was 
supported at the start of “closure”, the government, the Local Authority and Unions made it very clear 
that our school should operate a rota system, as many other organisations, and ensure that we operated 
with the minimum amount of people necessary to provide care, administration (enormously increased), 
safeguarding, leadership, first aid and catering. On many occasions, one person performed multiple 
duties.  

We were told, unequivocally, that our staffing should provide a “suitable” ratio for pupils. Teachers and 
teaching assistants were not to be in the building for staff meetings, tidying classrooms or preparing their 
own other resources. This certainly meant that collaboration became a challenge – just ask any governor 
who participated, or attempted to, in our recent “meetings”. Whilst I’m aware that some schools used 



 

Zoom for video calling children, this was not favoured by the Local Authority because of safeguarding 
concerns. Teachers have attempted to telephone every pupil, but this was done during their time in 
school, when providing support for Critical Workers. The school office has spent each day making and 
receiving calls.  

Although our voice to voice contact has been somewhat limited, teachers have invested heavily, along 
with many other tasks, with Home Learning, attempting to provide consistency and flexibility. Home 
Learning will continue in this way, organised by a team of teachers and teaching assistants, even though 
there is wide recognition that many schools will adopt a blanket approach, using websites proposed by 
the DfE. All available teachers and teaching assistants will be in school from the week commencing June 
1 providing care and support for Critical Worker pupils, therefore they will not be able to respond 
individually, but the group dedicated to providing this will ensure any work produced is acknowledged. 
Furthermore, Year 5 and Year 6 pupils will be offered some remote learning opportunities, with direct 
teacher involvement, possibly during the second week of June. 

To give you some idea of the level of attention given to the accountability of our actions and processes 
over the last 2 months, I am openly sharing some information with you. At the beginning of May, the 
Local Authority telephoned me to assess our position. A 45-minute telephone conversation concluded 
positively with the following comments, via email, the same evening. 

Thank you for making the time to talk to me earlier today and talking me through your rationale for home 
learning. I also had a look at the website so I could see what activities are being planned for 
children.  You had a clear rationale for the work being offered and approach being taken. You also 
shared the work that staff are undertaking at this time and how this was directed and monitored by you 
as the Head. 

This appeared to be a “light touch” for another Primary School within Kirklees received a visit from the 
Police, who wanted to establish the number of adults within the building. This school was also judged by 
the Police to be acting appropriately and following guidance. Perhaps the Government should look 
closer to home and inspect its Cummings and goings in more detail! 

CREATIVITY 

You might be forgiven for thinking that creativity is the new “make it up as you go along.” Certainly, 
critical thinking comes into its own. For the pupils within school, we will promote health and safety, but 
not in a way which gives rise to other dangers. Within a few minutes of our proposed configuration, we 
will discover anomalies and the need to amend. Creativity will come to the fore and we will see staff 
members, pupils and parents creating and solving challenges. Whilst our groupings, timings, areas and 
staffing has required creativity, it will never play second fiddle to compassion, which on some occasions 
will mean contact. I will not seek to place anyone in danger, but I will not promise that social distancing 
will be achieved. Making pupils, parents and staff feel as safe as possible is our overarching principle. 
Creativity is also at the heart of Home Learning and will offer choice, in order that uniqueness can be 
encouraged and celebrated. 

CURIOSITY 

The question on everybody’s lips or in everybody’s mind include: How and when will phasing be 
possible? Will we be back to where we started? What effect will this situation have long term? If we know 
the answers to these questions, we’re either being dishonest or we’re in the wrong place. I’m a firm 
believer in our ability to adapt and be overcomers. We will need to make changes, once the school is 
fully operational again, but I believe that previous long term goals or outcomes will still be achievable. 
Many of the Kagan structures we utilise are to promote lifelong learning and intrinsic values, rather than 
instant recognition and success. 



 

SUMMARY INFORMATION 

1. COMMUNICATION 

You will receive a telephone call either during the week commencing June 1 or the week commencing 
June 8. The purpose of the call is twofold: for wellbeing and for learning. If you have any questions that 
you would like to raise, please do so. It may be that we are able to produce a FAQ for all parents. With 
the current situation, we are attempting to organise multiple mini schools. 

Please telephone the school at any point. We value your questions, observations and insights. 

Class letters will continue to be posted. Our rationale for these has been, and still is, to provide 
connection between teacher and pupil. I have asked teachers to share some of the activities that they’ve 
been doing at home. I have specifically asked teachers to avoid telling pupils about the work I’ve made 
them do, but rather reveal some of their highlights when off duty. It is hoped that the strong bonds 
formed this year can be maintained through regular letters, which pupils can identify with and learn a 
little more about their teacher. 

 
2. HOME LEARNING 

Home Learning is being re-vamped by Miss Stables, Mrs. Price, Mrs. Tobin, Mrs. Charlesworth and Ms. 
Bamford. For pupils in all year groups, home learning will continue and consist of: 

 A maths sheet that targets mental maths, the 4 rules and fractions. 

 A ‘SPaG’ sheet which targets summer term spellings + revision of grammar taught so far. 

 A two week writing booklet from author Pie Corbett and colleagues who also have daily online 

learning at  https://radioblogging.net/ 

 Science activities from the class topics for the summer 2 half term. 

 A creative project page to a theme. 

These are in addition to White Rose Maths which we will continue to publish every week. 
Y5 + Y6 pupils will have an opportunity to participate in a series of “remote” tutorials. 
Our rationale is facilitating readiness to return, with resources that help children to re-focus on what we 
consider to be vital fundamentals of learning which the children have been previously taught. 
An email address (homelearning.holmfirthjin@kirkleeseducation.uk) for images of pupils’ work. Miss 
Stables will monitor this and acknowledge work sent.    
 

3. ANNUAL REPORTS 

Annual reports will be handed out or posted during the week commencing June 22. There will be an 
opportunity to discuss your child’s report if you need clarification or have any questions. Please inform 
the office by June 29 if you need to talk to your child’s teacher. 
 

4. LEAVERS’ ASSEMBLY 

It’s impossible to say what, but we will ensure some form of fitting send off for our Year 6 pupils. 
 

5. CLASSES AND ORGANISATION FOR 2020-21 

Information about next year will be available soon (before the end of June). 
 
Julian Rose 
Head teacher 

https://radioblogging.net/

